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(57) ABSTRACT 

A dynamically loadable stub module, associated With a 
dynamically loadable kernel module (DLKM) includes a 
base stub module, means for de?ning DLKM data structures 
and Wrapper functions, means for de?ning load and unload 
routines, means for de?ning metadata structures, means for 
alloWing dynamic loading by DLKM infrastructures, and 
means for generating a dynamically loadable stub module 
object ?le. 
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DYNAMICALLY LOADABLE STUB MODULES 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The technical ?eld relates to processes and mecha 
nisms used to con?gure UNIX® operating systems. More 
particularly, the technical ?eld relates to dynamically load 
able kernel modules. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] One central component of a computer system oper 
ating in a UNIX® environment is an operating system 
kernel. In a typical UNIX® environment, many applica 
tions, or processes, may be running. All these processes use 
the memory-resident kernel to provide system services. The 
kernel manages the set of processes that are running on the 
system by ensuring that each such process is provided With 
some central processor unit (CPU) cycles When needed, and 
by arranging for such process to be resident in memory so 
that the process can run When required. The kernel provides 
a standard set of services that alloWs the process to interact 
With the kernel. In the UNIX® environment, these services 
are sometimes referred to as system calls because the 
process calls a routine in the kernel to undertake some 
speci?c task. The kernel Will then perform the task, and Will 
return a result. In essence, the kernel ?lls in the gaps 
betWeen What the process intends to happen and hoW system 
hardWare needs to be controlled to achieve the process’s 
objective. 
[0003] The kernel’s standard set of services is expressed in 
a set of kernel modules (or simply, modules). The kernel 
typically includes modules such as drivers, ?le system 
modules, scheduling classes, Streams modules, and system 
calls. These modules are compiled and subsequently linked 
together to form the kernel. When the system is started, or 
“booted up,” the kernel is loaded into memory. 

[0004] In modular operating system kernels, a common 
practice is to create individual dynamically loadable kernel 
modules (DLKMs). Another common practice is to alloW for 
on-demand loading of a kernel module When the kernel 
module is referenced or used for the ?rst time. This process 
of loading a DLKM on demand is referred to herein as 
autoloading. 
[0005] For modules that can be autoloaded, eXisting prac 
tice calls for providing a stub module that is alWays linked 
statically to the kernel. This stub module takes care of 
loading the actual DLKM on ?rst reference or use. HoWever, 
this practice has the disadvantage of requiring a rebuild of 
the kernel, and reboot of the system upon installation or 
removal of the DLKM, even When the kernel itself does not 
depend on the services provided by the DLKM. 

SUMMARY 

[0006] What is disclosed is a dynamically loadable stub 
module, associated With a dynamically loadable kernel mod 
ule (DLKM). The stub module includes a base stub module, 
means for de?ning DLKM data structures and Wrapper 
functions, means for de?ning load and unload routines, 
means for de?ning metadata structures, means for alloWing 
dynamic loading by DLKM infrastructures, and means for 
generating a dynamically loadable stub module object ?le. 

[0007] Also disclosed is a method for dynamic loading of 
a stub module. The method begins by modifying a base stub 
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module for an associated DLKM. The modi?cation includes 
de?ning DLKM data structures and Wrapper functions for 
the stub module, de?ning load and unload routines for the 
stub module, de?ning metadata structures for the stub mod 
ule, providing for dynamic loading of the stub module by 
DLKM infrastructures, and generating a dynamically load 
able stub module object ?le. 

[0008] Finally, What is disclosed is a computer-readable 
medium having computer code to implement autoload stub 
modules. When eXecuted, the code alloWs performance of 
the folloWing steps: de?ning DLKM data structures and 
Wrapper functions for the stub module, de?ning load and 
unload routines for the stub module, de?ning metadata 
structures for the stub module, providing for dynamic load 
ing of the stub module by DLKM infrastructures, and 
generating a dynamically loadable stub module object ?le. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0009] The detailed description Will refer to the folloWing 
?gures in Which like numerals refer to like items, and in 
Which: 

[0010] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a prior art computer 
system that uses dynamically loadable kernel modules; 

[0011] FIGS. 2A and 2B are block diagrams of a com 
puter system implementing an embodiment of a dynamically 
loadable stub module; 

[0012] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a computer system 
implementing another embodiment of a dynamically load 
able stub module; 

[0013] FIG. 4 is a How chart illustrating a method for 
implementing an embodiment of dynamically loadable stub 
module; 
[0014] FIGS. 5A-5C illustrate embodiments of dynami 
cally loadable stub modules; and 

[0015] FIG. 6 shoWs a computer system usable for devel 
oping a UNIX® operating system including dynamically 
loadable stub modules. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0016] A computer system operating in a UNIX® envi 
ronment may have many applications, or processes, running. 
A memory-resident kernel manages the set of processes by 
ensuring that each such process is provided With some 
central processor unit (CPU) cycles When needed, and by 
arranging for each such process to be resident in memory so 
that the process can run When required. The kernel provides 
a standard set of services that alloWs the process to interact 
With the kernel. These services are sometimes referred to as 
system calls because the process calls a routine in the kernel 
to undertake some speci?c task. Code in the kernel Will then 
perform the task for the process, and Will return a result to 
the process. 

[0017] The kernel’s standard set of services is expressed in 
a set of kernel modules (or simply, modules). The kernel 
typically includes the folloWing module types: ?le system, 
stream driver, streams, WSIO class driver, WSIO interface 
driver, and miscellaneous. These modules are compiled and 
subsequently linked together to form the kernel. When the 
system is started, or “booted up,” the kernel is loaded into 
memory. 
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[0018] To accommodate these modules, When the kernel is 
created, a number of module con?guration tables may be 
generated and stored in a kernel memory. These con?gura 
tion tables are grouped according to the type of modules to 
be loaded into the kernel. For example, the kernel may 
contain separate con?guration tables for device drivers, 
streams modules, and ?le systems modules. The entries to 
the tables identifying the different modules need not be 
statically bound to the module name but may be made or 
allocated on an as-needed basis When the modules are 
installed into the kernel. Once a module is allocated an entry 
in the con?guration table, the entry remains allocated until 
the system is rebooted. 

[0019] To provide an accessible module in the kernel, the 
module is installed and loaded into the kernel. During the 
loading process, virtual and physical memory are reserved 
for the module. The module is Written into physical memory, 
the module is relocated to its linked virtual address, and all 
symbol references are resolved. During installation, the 
module is connected into an appropriate con?guration table 
such that an entry in the table for the module is allocated and 
?lled in With the appropriate information. Alternatively, the 
module itself may contain the required con?guration data. 

[0020] The modules are compiled into an object code 
format prior to linking, such as the ELF format (Extensible 
Linker Format). The compiled modules are located in a 
predetermined portion of storage or other memory. Each 
module is identi?ed by a name or handle, Which is uniquely 
associated With the particular module, such as the name of 
the ?le system or system call. 

[0021] Header information, referred to as a Wrapper, is 
provided With each ?le to provide certain information 
regarding the ?le and the module. The Wrapper identi?es 
that the ?le is a loadable module, the type of module, and a 
pointer to the appropriate installation code for the type of 
module. The installation code in the kernel provides speci?c 
instructions as to the installation of the module in the 
appropriate con?guration table. The Wrapper is formed by 
inserting code into the source code of the module to generate 
the Wrapper information. 

[0022] Kernel modules can exist in different states; spe 
ci?cally, the modules can be in unused, static, loaded and 
auto states. Once a module has been installed on a system, 
the module can be brought into the kernel con?guration 
using a kernel con?guration command. An example of such 
a command is kcmodule. For example, kcmodule <modu 
lename>=state Will cause the module to change state to the 
requested state. More speci?cally, kcmodule <module 
name>=static Will bind the named module into the static 
kernel. Some state changes can require rebuilding the kernel 
con?guration and rebooting the computer system. In par 
ticular, a kernel module that is statically bound to the kernel 
Will, When installed, require rebuilding and rebooting. The 
kcmodule command provides the functionality to rebuild the 
static kernel When needed. The kcmodule command Will 
also provide an appropriate message When a reboot is 
required to complete the change. 

[0023] To overcome the limitation of rebuilding and 
rebooting, dynamically loadable kernel modules (DLKMs) 
have been developed. ADLKM can be loaded into a running 
kernel Without the need for a kernel rebuild or system 
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reboot. Most DLKMs are also unloadable, so that the 
DLKM can also be unloaded Without requiring a rebuild or 
reboot. 

[0024] A system administrator can select either of tWo 
module states that result in dynamic loading: loaded or auto. 
The difference betWeen the tWo states is When dynamic 
loading occurs. In the loaded state, the DLKM is loaded 
immediately, and is loaded during each successive boot of 
the system. In the auto state, the DLKM is loaded When the 
services provided by the DLKM are needed. For example, if 
the DLKM is a driver, the system Will load the DLKM When 
some process attempts to open the associated device special 
?le. After each successive boot, the system Will again Wait 
until the DLKM is needed before loading the module. 

[0025] In modular operating system kernels, a common 
practice is to alloW for on-demand loading of a kernel 
module When the DLKM is referenced or used for the ?rst 
time. Because DLKMs are not statically bound to the kernel, 
some mechanism must be in place to alloW the DLKM to be 
loaded upon ?rst use. For example, an exit( ) routine in the 
kernel may call shmexit( ) to clean up in case the exiting 
process Was using shared memory. But if the shmexit( ) 
routine is noW in a DLKM and thus is not linked With the 
resident part of the kernel, then the kernel Would receive an 
unde?ned symbol. The solution is to provide a dummy 
routine for shmexit( ) linked With the resident part of the 
kernel. This routine knoWs hoW to load the appropriate 
module and transfer control to the target or “real” routine 
shmexit( ) in the DLKM. Such a resident dummy function 
is called a stub module. A stub module may be vieWed as 
providing an indirect addressing function, much like a 
procedure linkage table entry, but With more ?exibility. That 
is, the stub module provides an addressing function for a 
“real” module. For example, When control is transferred to 
a routine in the “real” module, the stack frames are arranged 
so it appears that the called routine of the stub module made 
the call directly to the “real” module routine. Thus, the 
caller’s arguments are passed to the “real” routine. In 
another example, consider the case of a device drive embod 
ied in a DLKM. The kernel maintains a sWitch table asso 
ciating device special ?les, through their major numbers, to 
the device drivers. When a process opens the device special 
?le, the kernel calls the device driver’s open ( ) function 
through a function pointer in the sWitch table. If the device 
driver DLKM has not yet been loaded, the open ( ) function 
pointer in the sWitch table actually points to a stub module. 
The stub module causes the device driver DLKM to be 
loaded, and then the stub module replaces itself With the 
device driver’s “real” open ( ) function. 

[0026] DLKMs can be broadly classi?ed into tWo catego 
ries: 1) modules accessed using sWitch tables in the kernel; 
and 2) modules accessed only by direct function calls. The 
?rst type of DLKM is accessed using indirect function calls, 
often through sWitch tables containing addresses of interface 
functions. Device drivers, Streams modules and drivers, and 
?le systems belong to this ?rst category of DLKMs. The 
kernel DLKM infrastructure de?nes generic stub modules 
for each module type. The stub modules are alWays statically 
linked to the kernel. When a DLKM is registered for 
autoloading, the address of the DLKM type is stored in the 
module’s entry in the sWitch table. When the module is 
referenced for the ?rst time, the stub module Will load the 
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corresponding module and transfer control to the actual 
routine. There is no need to rebuild the kernel When the 
DLKM is con?gured. 

[0027] Any type of DLKM can have function calls that are 
accessed directly by interface function calls. Thus, the 
DLKM infrastructure cannot provide pre-de?ned, generic, 
statically linked stub modules for such DLKMs. Instead, the 
DLKM infrastructure provides a stub module mechanism 
that module developers can use to de?ne their oWn stub 
modules. 

[0028] Stub modules are supplied automatically for cer 
tain functions of Wsio_class, Wsio_intfc, streams_drv, 
streams_mod, and ?lesys DLKMs. Stub modules are not 
automatically supplied for miscellaneous (misc) types of 
DLKMs. 

[0029] Stub modules may be classi?ed as strong or Weak. 
Astrong stub module attempts to load a module if necessary 
and a Weak stub module does not. In the example above, 
shmexit( ) is de?ned in the kernel as a Weak stub module. 
Typically, a Weak stub module is used for modules that 
indicate a resultant state simply by not being loaded in the 
kernel. For example, if the shared memory module is not 
already resident, there are no shared memory segments so 
there is no need to load the module just to ?nd out that there 
are no shared segments. 

[0030] For modules that can be dynamically loaded (i.e., 
DLKMs), existing practice calls for providing a stub module 
that is alWays linked statically to the core kernel. This stub 
module takes care of loading the actual DLKM on ?rst 
reference or use. One advantage of this practice is that kernel 
memory is not consumed by modules that are not in use. 
Another advantage is that the most recent version of a 
module is available When that module is used. HoWever, this 
practice has the disadvantage of requiring a rebuild of the 
kernel, and reboot of the system, upon installation or 
removal of the stub module, even When the kernel does not 
depend on the services provided by the DLKM. A DLKM 
can be autoloaded When the DLKM is ?rst referenced, 
regardless of Whether that reference is from the static kernel 
or some other DLKM. 

[0031] FIG. 1 illustrates a prior art mechanism for 
DLKMs. In FIG. 1, a computer system 10 includes a core 
kernel 20. The core kernel 20 includes subsystem><21, 
capable of making a kernel function call, and DLKM Astub 
module 22. DLKM B 30 and DLKM A 40 are available to 
provide services to the core kernel 20 or to provide services 
to each other. 

[0032] In a ?rst scenario, the services of DLKM A40 are 
to be used by the core kernel 20. In a second scenario, the 
services of DLKM A 40 are used by the DLKM B 30. To 
install DLKM A 40, the DLKM A stub module 22 has to be 
linked to the core kernel 20. That is, either a kernel function 
call 1A or a kernel function call 1B results in process 2, 
dynamically loading the DLKM A 40 and transfer of control 
to function foo ( Hence, a rebuild of the core kernel 20 and 
a reboot of the computer system 10 is required for both the 
?rst and second scenarios. 

[0033] To minimiZe kernel rebuilds, the prior art practice 
of statically linking stub modules to kernel is changed. In 
particular, the current DLKM stub module mechanism is 
changed to create a stub module that is itself a DLKM 
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containing the necessary kernel metadata. This stub module 
Will be referred to hereafter as an autoload stub module. The 
autoload stub module is capable of being statically linked to 
the kernel if required. Kernel modules that depend on the 
autoload stub module, list the autoload stub module in their 
list of dependencies. 

[0034] To provide the required functionality, kernel mod 
ules may be separately compiled into a relocatable object. 
These modules are placed in storage until requested by the 
kernel. Con?guration tables provided in the kernel memory 
are used to determine that either a module is located in the 
kernel or a module is not located in the kernel and therefore 
needs to be loaded into the kernel memory and linked With 
the modules already loaded in to the kernel memory. Sub 
systems Within the kernel detect requests to access the 
con?guration tables When a module is referenced, and 
intercept the request for access in order to determine 
Whether or not the module is located in the memory. If the 
module is not in the kernel memory, procedures are executed 
to load the module into the kernel memory, dynamically link 
the module With the modules residing in the kernel memory, 
and install the module into the appropriate con?guration 
table such that subsequent accesses Will indicate that the 
module is loaded and installed in the kernel. 

[0035] A module subsystem is provided in the kernel to 
intercept calls made to certain modules in the kernel, and to 
determine if the module is currently loaded in the kernel. 
The module subsystem intercepts each call to a module in 
order to determine Whether or not the module has been 
loaded into the kernel memory and installed. The module 
subsystem Will also intercept those calls from other modules 
Which call modules in order to determine if the called 
modules have been loaded and installed. Other processes, 
such as user programs and libraries Will issue system calls 
that are received in the kernel by the system call module. 
The module subsystem Will determine if the particular call 
is supported by a module that has been installed in the kernel 
by examining a system call con?guration table system. If the 
module has been loaded and installed, the operations cor 
responding thereto are performed. 

[0036] FIG. 2A illustrates a computer system 100 in 
Which DLKMs are implemented. The computer system 100 
includes core kernel 120. Included in the core kernel 120 is 
module subsystem 121 and DLKM A stub module 122. The 
computer system 100 includes DLKM A 140. When the core 
kernel 120 requires the services provided by DLKM A 140, 
the module subsystem 121 calls function foo ( ) 101. The 
DLKM A 140 then is dynamically loaded 102. HoWever, the 
DLKM A stub module 122 is statically linked to the core 
kernel 120, requiring rebuild of the core kernel 120 and 
reboot of the computer system 100. 

[0037] When the DLKM A stub module 122 is installed, 
there is a need to rebuild the kernel 120 and to reboot the 
system 100 to make the rebuilt kernel 120 take effect. 
Rebuilding the kernel con?guration is invoked by the kcon 
?g command. kcon?g calls library functions to extract 
module metadata from module object ?les and libraries. 
kcon?g also calls library functions to read and parse the 
system ?le. kcon?g then constructs a kernel con?guration in 
a directory that is an image of the computer system. At 
various prede?ned points in the boot process, kernel con 
?guration code in the kernel is called, and the kernel registry 
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and the embedded module metadata is searched to ?nd 
actions that are supposed to occur at speci?c time. For 
example, the kernel registry can specify Which modules 
should be loaded at particular dispatch points. The kernel 
con?guration code also manages embedded data for other 
kernel subsystems. 

[0038] Referring to FIG. 2B, the module subsystem 121 is 
shoWn in detail. The module subsystem 121 provides the 
DLKM infrastructure to implement dynamic loading. The 
module subsystem 121 includes control module 170, install 
module 174 and run-time linker 172. The control module 
170 intercepts access requests for modules and examines the 
appropriate module con?guration table to determine if the 
module already has been loaded. The install module 174 
causes the module to be loaded When the control module 170 
determines that a module does not exist in the kernel 120 and 
the run-time linker 172, resolves references betWeen the 
modules already existing in the kernel 120 and the module 
to be loaded. 

[0039] The module subsystem 121 determines the state of 
the module by reference to a corresponding module con 
?guration table or by reference to metadata contained Within 
the module. Modules are automatically loaded and installed 
When needed. Modules are needed When the functionality 
they provide is referred to by name (such as a push of a 
streams module or the mount of a ?lesystem) or When a 
module is needed to satisfy a kernel reference to a function 
not resident in the kernel. In an embodiment, these tables are 
located in the kernel memory referenced at a location 
identi?ed by a particular symbolic or variable name that in 
turn identi?es the type of module (e.g., fmodsW). For 
example, the con?guration table for the ?le system modules 
is identi?ed as “vfssW”. The names used and the table 
locations are preferably the same as those found in existing 
kernels. 

[0040] The linker 172 ?xes references in the code in the 
module to reference or call the correct address. Thus, the 
linker 172, using a name of a module to be called, Will 
determine the address in the module Where the function 
resides. This address is then Written into the module at the 
function reference such that When the code is executed, the 
proper address is identi?ed. Linker technology is Well 
knoWn to those skilled in the art and need not be described 
here. 

[0041] FIG. 3 illustrates another computer system 200 in 
Which DLKMs and autoload stub modules are implemented. 
The computer system 200 includes kernel data space 210. 
The kernel data space 210 includes kernel executable 220 
and DLKM stub module 250. Also included in the computer 
system 200 are DLKM A 230 and DLKM B 240. The 
DLKM A stub module 250 is associated With DLKM A230. 

[0042] The DLKM A stub module 250 is dynamically 
loaded 201 When DLKM A 230 is installed. The DLKM B 
240 is dynamically loaded 202 When DLKM B 240 is 
installed. DLKM B 240 calls 203 function foo 0 to request 
the services of DLKM A 230. The call 203 is made to 
DLKM A stub module 250, Which then demands 204 that 
DLKM A230 be loaded. In response to the demand 204, the 
DLKM A 230 is dynamically loaded 205 and control is 
transferred to “real” function foo ( ) in the DLKM A 230. 
Because the services of DLKM A 230 are not used by the 
kernel data space 210, and the DLKM A stub module 250 is 
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thus not statically liked to the kernel executable 220, the 
installation of DLKM A230 does not result in rebuild of the 
kernel executable 220 or reboot of the computer system 200. 

[0043] FIG. 4 is a ?oWchart illustrating operation of the 
computer system 200 including the features of autoload stub 
modules. Aprocess 300 begins in block 305. The DLKM A 
stub module 250 is dynamically loaded (block 310) When 
DLKM A230 is installed. In addition, the DLKM B 240 is 
dynamically loaded (block 310) When DLKM B 240 is 
installed. In block 315, DLKM B 240 calls foo ( ) to request 
the services of DLKM A230. The call is made to DLKM A 
stub module 250. In block 320, the DLKM A stub module 
250 demands 204 that DLKM A230 be loaded. In response 
to the demand, the DLKM A230 is dynamically loaded and 
control is transferred to “real” function foo ( ), block 325. 
The process 300 then ends, block 330. Because the services 
of DLKM A230 are not used by the kernel data space 210, 
the installation of DLKM A230 does not result in rebuild of 
the kernel executable 220 or reboot of the computer system 
200. 

[0044] For modules accessed through sWitch tables, 
generic autoload stub modules are already present in the 
kernel data space. For miscellaneous type DLKMs, hoW 
ever, the current DLKM infrastructure requires creation of 
stub modules (<module_name>_stub) using a stub develop 
ment mechanism, and then a rebuilding of the kernel in order 
to install the DLKM. To eliminate rebuilding the kernel 
upon installation of the DLKM, the stub module for mis 
cellaneous modules is converted to a DLKM (i.e., the 
autoload stub module). The autoload stub module Would still 
be capable of static linking to the kernel. The DLKM and 
other modules that depend on the DLKM Will list the 
autoload stub module in their list of dependencies. FolloW 
ing this approach, the kernel Will not require rebuilding just 
to install the DLKM. HoWever, if any of the core kernel 
modules depends on the DLKM for services, those core 
kernel modules Will cite the autoload stub module as a 
dependency, causing the autoload stub module to be stati 
cally linked to the core kernel. 

[0045] To make a stub module a DLKM (i.e., an autoload 
stub module), several alternatives are possible. In general, to 
make the stub module a DLKM, the folloWing steps are 
completed: 

[0046] The stub module’s modmeta ?le is modi?ed to 
indicate the stub module supports the loaded/auto states. The 
modmeta compiler reads the modmeta ?le and generates the 
kernel metadata structure for the module. Each DLKM 
contains metadata that describes the characteristics and 
capabilities of the DLKM. Modmeta data structures in the 
autoload stub module include the basic stub module meta 
data information structure such as kc_metadata_t. The 
kc_metadata_t structure may include: version, type, de?ni 
tion, states, and loadtime attributes, for example. 

[0047] FIG. 5A shoWs the functionality that is added to a 
basic stub module 401 to make the basic stub module a 
DLKM 400 according to this embodiment. The basic stub 
module 401 is de?ned by a set of stub macros (e.g., 
stub.m4). These stub macros include: 

[0048] MODULE ( ): Begin stub de?nition 

[0049] STUB ( ): De?ne a strong, load-only stub 
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[0050] USTUB ( ): De?ne a strong, unloadable stub 

[0051] WSTUB De?ne a Weak, load-only stub 

[0052] END ( ): End stub de?nitions 

[0053] A macroprocessor tool (e.g., macroprocessor tool 
M4) reads the stub macros and generates the following: 

[0054] A set of DLKM-related data structures 410 shoWn 
below: 

eXtern struct modiconfidata 
static struct moditypeidata 

<moduleiname>istubiconfidata; 
<moduleiname>istubidrvilink = { 

static struct modlink <moduleiname>istubimodilink[ ] = { 

}; 
struct modWrapper <moduleiname>istubiwrapper = { 

[0055] These data structures 410 are used by the DLKM 
infrastructure to manipulate stack frames so that control is 
transferred to the appropriate DLKM function. 

[0056] A pair of load/unload routines 420. The routines 
420 are <module_name>_stub_load ( ) and 
<module_name>_stub_unload ( 
[0057] Modmeta data structures 430, Which include the 
basic stub module metadata information structure such as: 

version, type, de?nition, states, and loadtime attributes. 

[0058] A SHT_MOD section 440, Which is a special ELF 
section, is added to the basic stub module object ?le to alloW 
dynamic loading by the DLKM infrastructures. The SHT 
_MOD section 440 contains the version number, maximum 
number of stubs, and address of struct modWrapper. The 
SHT_MOD section 440 is added by a tool called kmsecgen. 

[0059] Revised make?le rule 450, Which is a developer 
supplied <module_name>_stub_stub.mc ?le that is modi?ed 
to generate a <module_name>stub_DLKM. 

[0060] An alternative embodiment of an autoload stub 
module is illustrated in FIG. 5B. In this embodiment, the 
stub.m4 ?le is eXtended to provide only the necessary 
DLKM datastructures and Wrapper functions. The remaining 
functions are provided by the DLKM developer. In FIG. 5B, 
an alternative autoload stub module 400‘ begins With the 
basic stub module 401. The datastructures 410 and load/ 
unload routines 420 are the same as described above, both 
of Which can be added using the MODULE ( ) macro. A 
<module_name>_stub.mc ?le 460 contains calls to the stub 
macros. A <module_name>_stub.o object ?le 470 is gener 
ated from a developer-supplied ?le using a neW make?le 
rule. For eXample, a developer-supplied 
<module_name>_stub_modmeta ?le is compiled by the 
modmeta compiler to produce a 
<module_name>_stub_modmeta.c ?le containing the mod 
ule metadata structures. This C language ?le can be created 
using an eXisting ModMeta build rule. The ?le generally 
folloWs: 
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module <moduleiname>istub { 
desc “Autoload stub for the <moduleiname> DLKM” 
type misc 
version 0.1.0 
states loaded static 
loadable times earlyibootiload 
unloadable 

[0061] A build rule 480 for MODULE produces the ?nal 
<module_name>_stub DLKM after running kernel con?gu 
ration tools (e. g., kmsecgen). The DLKM module associated 
With the autoload stub module 400‘ speci?es the module 400‘ 
as a dependency. 

[0062] The advantage of this second embodiment is that 
the autoload stub module 400‘ makes use of eXisting kernel 
con?guration tools Without duplicating any functionality. 
The number of steps required to generate the module 400‘ 
can be mitigated by using the metadata from the associated 
DLKM to automatically generate the metadata for the auto 
load stub module 400‘. In addition, neW make?le rules can 
be created to automate the process of running modmeta and 
kmsecgen. 

[0063] A third embodiment of an autoload stub module 
400“ is shoWn in FIG. 5C. The module 400“ abandons the 
stub.m4 stub macros altogether and instead takes advantage 
of the modmeta architecture to eXtend modmeta language to 
add a neW section for autoload stub modules. Since every 
DLKM has a modmeta ?le, the modmeta ?les are used to 
de?ne the autoload stub module 400“. The modmeta com 
piler is modi?ed to accommodate the neW data structures 
and to create an object ?le for the autoload stub module 
400“. 

[0064] A neW de?nition, autoload, is used to de?ne the 
stub module 400“. DLKMs may supply the stub information 
using an autoload statement. This language may be similar 
to that of the stub.m4 stub de?nition macros. The autoload 
statement includes the folloWing: 

class the class of stubs are unloadble or 
load only 
a strong load-only stub 
a strong unloadable stub 
a Weak load-only stub 

stub funcname retfunc 
ustub funcname retfunc argnWord 
Wstub funcname retfunc 

[0065] funcname is the name of the “real” function (i.e., 
the DLKM function) and has the same name as in the 
autoload stub module 400“. retfunc is the name of the 
function to call on failure to load the DLKM. argnWord is the 
number of arguments to be passed to the “real” routine. 

[0066] The functionality provided by stub.m4 is trans 
ferred to the modmeta compiler. From the modmeta ?le, the 
modmeta compiler provides tWo ?les, one for the DLKM 
and one for the autoload stub module 400“. As shoWn in 
FIG. 5C, autoload stub module 400“ contains DLKM data 
structures 512, DLKM load/unload routines 514, the stubs 
516, and stub module metadata structures 518. The stubs 516 
are the stubs de?ned in the module metadata. The other 
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features of the autoload stub module 400“ shown in FIG. 5C 
are similar in structure, and perform similar functions as the 
corresponding features in the autoload stub module 400 of 
FIG. 5A. 

[0067] FIG. 6 shoWs a computer system 600 usable for 
developing a UNIX® operating system including autoload 
stub modules. To implement autoload stub modules, a com 
puter readable medium 610 is provided With appropriate 
programming 620, including an operating system (0/5). The 
programming 620 operates on the eXisting kernel and its 
associated miscellaneous DLKMs to generate autoload stub 
modules. 

[0068] The computer readable medium 600 may be any 
knoWn medium, including optical discs, magnetic discs, 
hard discs, and other storage devices knoWn to those of skill 
in the art. Alternatively, the programming required to imple 
ment the autoload stub modules may be provided using a 
carrier Wave over a communications netWork such as the 

Internet, for eXample. 

We claim: 
1. A dynamically loadable stub module, associated With a 

dynamically loadable kernel module (DLKM), comprising: 

a base stub module; 

means for de?ning DLKM data structures and Wrapper 

functions; 
means for de?ning load and unload routines; 

means for de?ning metadata structures; 

means for alloWing dynamic loading by DLKM infra 
structures; and 

means for generating a dynamically loadable stub module 
object ?le. 

2. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 
Wherein the means for de?ning the DLKM data structures 
and Wrapper functions comprises: 

struct mod_type_data; 

struct modlink; 

struct modWrapper; and 

struct mod_operations. 
3. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 

Wherein the means for de?ning the DLKM data structures 
and Wrapper functions comprises an autoload statement. 

4. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 3, 
Wherein the autoload statement comprises statements class, 
and one of stub funcname retfunc, ustub funcname retfunc 
argnWord, and Wstub funcname retfunc. 

5. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 
Wherein the means for de?ning load and unload routines 
comprises: 

<module_name>_stub_load ( ); and 

<module_name>_stub_unload ( 
6. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 

Wherein the means for de?ning metadata structures com 
prises module version, type, de?nition, states, and loadtime. 

7. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 
Wherein the means for de?ning metadata structures com 
prises a developer-supplied modmeta ?le. 
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8. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 7, 
Wherein the modmeta ?le is compiled by a modmeta com 
piler to produce a stub_modmeta.c ?le. 

9. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 7, 
Wherein metadata is supplied from the associated DLKM. 

10. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 
Wherein the dynamically loadable stub module is included in 
a kernel data space. 

11. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 
Wherein the dynamically loadable stub module is capable of 
being statically linked to a kernel eXecutable. 

12. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 
Wherein the data structures comprise: 

struct mod_stub_modinfo; and 

struct mod_stubinfo. 
13. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 12, 

further comprising the stub routines that use the data struc 
tures to manipulate stack frames to transfer control from the 
dynamically loadable stub module to the associated DLKM. 

14. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 
Wherein the means for alloWing dynamic loading by DLKM 
infrastructures comprises an ELF section. 

15. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 1, 
Wherein the associated DLKM is a miscellaneous module. 

16. A method for dynamic loading of a stub module, 
comprising: 

modifying a base stub module for an associated DLKM, 
comprising: 
de?ning DLKM data structures and Wrapper functions 

for the stub module; 

de?ning load and unload routines for the stub module; 

de?ning metadata structures for the stub module; 

providing for dynamic loading of the stub module by 
DLKM infrastructures; and 

generating a dynamically loadable stub module object 
?le. 

17. The method of claim 16, Wherein de?ning DLKM data 
structures and Wrapper functions comprises de?ning: 

struct mod_type data; 

struct modlink; 

struct modWrapper; and 

struct mod_operations. 
18. The method of claim 16, Wherein de?ning DLKM data 

structures and Wrapper functions comprises providing an 
autoload statement comprising class, and one of stub func 
name retfunc, ustub funcname retfunc argnWord, and Wstub 
funcname retfunc. 

19. The method of claim 16, Wherein de?ning metadata 
structures comprises providing a developer-supplied mod 
meta ?le. 

20. The dynamically loadable stub module of claim 19, 
further comprising compiling the modmeta ?le to produce a 
stub_modmeta.c ?le. 

21. A computer-readable medium having computer code 
to implement autoload stub modules, the code When 
executed comprising the folloWing steps: 

de?ning DLKM data structures and Wrapper functions for 
the stub module; 

de?ning load and unload routines for the stub module; 
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de?ning metadata structures for the stub module; generating a dynamically loadable stub module object 

providing for dynamic loading of the stub module by ?le' 
DLKM infrastructures; and * * * * * 


